SCOTTISH COINAGE IN THE FIRST HALF OF
THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY
N.M.McQ. HOLMES AND LORD STEWARTBY
BETWEEN the deposition of John Balliol in 1296 and the 1350s very little coinage appears to have
been produced in Scotland. The loss of Berwick to the English in 1296 deprived the Scots of their
principal mint and, during the Wars of Independence that followed, until the middle years of
Robert Bruce (1306-29), there was insufficient control or security to sustain a Scottish coinage.
Thus, although huge quantities of silver were coined in England during the first quarter of the
fourteenth century, hoard evidence suggests that none was minted in Scotland until towards 1320,
when supplies of silver to London and Canterbury were already beginning to tail off. The revival
of Scottish coinage at this period seems likely to date from 1318, with the recovery of Berwick,
where English coins had been struck since 1296, rather than from 1313 or 1314 when Perth,
Roxburgh, Edinburgh and Stirling were successively regained.
Continental moneyers were undoubtedly recruited for Bruce's coinage, which is of a much
higher standard of workmanship than the later English coins of Berwick or indeed than much of
the Scottish coinage that preceded it. During the 1320s, however, shortage of silver led to the virtual cessation of coinage in England, and similar conditions may have applied in Scotland, with
the result that the main output of Bruce's coinage belonged to a short period in the years around
1320, with very little towards the end of the reign. Most of the English coinage of thefirst half of
the 1330s consisted of halfpence and farthings, and to this period it has been suggested that a
small coinage of the same fractional denominations in the name of Robert's son David II
(1329-71) could belong.1
Virtually nothing has been written in detail on the coins of Robert I since Burns more than a
century ago, and in view of their general uniformity this is not surprising. However, the discovery
of nineteen sterlings of this reign in the 1995 find from Ednam in Roxburghshire prompts us to
attempt a die analysis of a substantial sample of this coinage and to put forward a more detailed
classification. Shortage of material has meant that the earliest coinage of David II has also lacked
systematic treatment hitherto, but the appearance of a few more specimens in recent years as a
result of metal-detecting has added a number of new varieties which now make it timely to produce a corpus of this small but remarkably vailed series.

ROBERT I
The classification of Robert's coins here proposed divides the material into four classes, the
second and third of which are confined to sterlings, or pence, and the fourth to halfpence. The
numbers of coins involved in our study are as follows:
Class

Pence
Halfpence
Farthings

I

64

16
12

II

10

III

2

IV

2

1 I. Stewart, 'Scottish Mints', in Mints, Dies and Currency: Essays in Memory of Albert Baldwin, edited by R.A.G. Carson
(London, 1971), pp. 165-289, at pp. 223^1.
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Our arrangement confirms and expands that of Burns who, with typical insight, not only described
and illustrated three varieties of pence but also placed them in what we believe to be the correct
sequence.2 The late halfpence which we have labelled class IV were not known to Burns nor to
other previous writers.

Pence
These all read ROBERTVS DEI GRA, with a left-facing profile head and sceptre; and on the reverse
SCO / TOR / VMR / EX+, with a five-pointed mullet in each quarter of the cross. The three classes
may be described thus:
I Colon stops (B.fig. 225)
Shapely crown (1); the fleurs with bold side petals; the central fleur tall, with the outside of
the left petal convex but that of the right concave. The hair consists of three thick strands
(with a minute horizontal stroke just under the crown, but often not visible), and a row of
small curls at the bottom. Colons each side of the initial cross and between the words; one die
has only a single pellet after the cross (12) and two lack the colon after GRA (10 and 13). The
A is unbarred on all except three dies (10, 12 and 15). C is open. R has an unusually elaborate
tail, which projects lower than the base of the upright (Fig. 1, 1). S is composite with a narrow
centre (Fig. 1, 2). E is closed and displays damage to the top of the punch as the issue progresses (Fig. 1, 3).
II Colon and 'triple-colon' stops combined (B.fig. 226)
Same head as class I, but new crown and hair. This crown (2) has thin petals to the side fleurs
and the centralfleur of battle-axe shape. The new hair has a short, thick and nearly horizontal
stroke at the top and a row of three crescents (opening inwards) at the bottom. Stops of two
and three pellets appear in the following combinations on recorded dies: 2,3,2,2 (die 1);
2,3,3,3 (dies 2 and 3); 3,2 or 3,3, 0 (die 4 - no stop after GRA). A is always unbarred. E is
broken in every case.
III 'Triple-colon' stops, with new portrait (B.fig. 226A)
New, smaller face with less prominent lips, a short neck, and the shoulder clearly indicated.
Crown 2. New, complex hair, with five strands and a short tuft below. One die only, with
colon after initial cross and 'triple-colons' thereafter. A is unbarred. New letter E on obverse
(Fig. 1,4).

R £ G a
1
2
Fig. 1 Forms of lettering on Robert Bruce pence.
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The number of dies in our sample (and of those represented by a single specimen) are as follows (omitting theClass
uncertain
reverseClass
die IIlinked withClass
obverse
a coin from the Renfrew
I
III 14 on Total
hoard):
obv.
rev.
obv.
rev.
obv.
rev.
obv.
rev.
Dies
Singletons

17
5

20
2

4
2

4

1

1
0

1
0

22

7

24
3

These figures suggest that obverses and reverses may have been supplied in about equal numbers.
Whilst the number of reverses found in the sample was slightly greater, the larger number of
obverse singletons indicates that more obverses than reverses may await discovery.
2 E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1887), vol. I, pp. 229-30.
3 N.M.McQ. Holmes, The Ednam, Roxburghshire, Hoard (1995)', BNJ 66 (1996), 33-59
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Class I was clearly the main issue, and to judge from the degree of die linkage it belongs to a
relatively intense period of minting. All nineteen Robert sterlings in the Ednam hoard, buried
1321/2 (on the basis of the latest English coins being of Fox group XVb), were of this class,3 and
there is little doubt that it is the earliest. Within class I the dies have been listed in a sequence
which die links and the appearance of the broken E punch suggest may be approximately correct.
The punch appeal's intact on obverse dies 1-8 and 10-11. Very slight damage is apparent on dies 9
(one letter only) and 12. On the one known coin from obverse die 13 the situation is unclear, but
the upper part of the letter is broken on dies 14-17. On reverse dies A-N the E is intact. Dies O
and Q are uncertain, but very slight damage is apparent on P and R. The letter is broken on S-U.
One example of the very rare class II was present in the 1963 Renfrew hoard, the English element of which closed slightly earlier (early XVa) than at Ednam.4 This suggests that class II must
have followed very closely upon class I, although no reverse die link is known between the two.
Half of the ten recorded specimens of class II are from the pair of dies represented in the Renfrew
hoard, and this is likely to have been the earliest. This pair of dies is notable for the fact that the O
on the obverse (1) appears to be punched over an E, whilst the reverse (A) has M unbarred and two
different Rs - the first with ornate tail, as class I, and the second with a wedge. This is the only
occurrence of the latter form of the letter in this coinage. At the other end of class II, reverse die D
may be the latest, since it has a broken O and was also used with the single class III obverse. The
four reverses of classes II—III all have the same broken E as on class II obverses. The obverse die
of class III has a replacement E, not found on any reverse. As Burns observed, this obverse die has
a portrait very similar to that on a sterling from Alost of Robert, Count of Flanders, which also
exhibits 'triple-colon' stops.5 The great rarity of classes II and III points to a period of declining
mint output in the early 1320s: Canterbury closed in 1323 and London ceased to strike pence in
1324.
Burns believed that the weight of the Scottish penny had been reduced at the commencement of
Bruce's coinage, to a theoretical 2If grains. He based this on the wording of a document entitled
The Assize of King David ofMesuris and Wechtis and on a study of the Balliol and Bruce pennies
in the Montrave hoard.6 The twelve Bruce pennies, which Bums described as 'all in the same condition as struck, having apparently sustained no diminution of weight by clipping', gave an average weight of 21^2 grains. This study of seventy-six pennies provides an opportunity to reconsider
his theory.
The fifty-two class I pence with recorded weights provided an average weight of 21.17 grains,
the figure being 21.08 for specimens known to be from hoards and 21.31 for others. For class II
pence the average weights are 21.86 grains (overall), 20.68 (hoards) and 22.34 (others). The high
overall average for class II and the discrepancy between the second and third figures, in a total of
just ten coins, are largely caused by one exceptionally heavy specimen in the British Museum
(26.54 grains). The two class III pence weighed 25.00 and 19.44 grains. The figures for class I,
which must be the most reliable, would seem to demonstrate, first, that hoard specimens are no
more and no less reliable as indicators of theoretical weight than others and, second, that the average weight of the Montrave coins, as stated by Burns, fairly accurately represented that of other
surviving specimens.
A further check may be applied by examining the nineteen coins from the Ednam hoard. These
can be shown to have been minted only a short while before the deposition of the hoard, not only
because the latest English coins belong to the period 1321-2, but also on account of the die-linked
groups within the assemblage.7 The average weight of these coins was 21.29 grains. By comparison, the average weight of the English class XVb pennies in the same hoard, which included dielinked groups from the Durham mint, was 21.18 grains. Since the theoretical weight of English
pennies was still 22.22 grains at that time, we are obliged to conclude that those of Bruce were
4 P. Woodhead and I.H. Stewart, 'The Renfrew Treasure Trove 1963'. BNJ 35 (1966), 128-47.
5 Burns, as in n. 2, p. 230.
6 Burns, as in n. 2, pp. 228-9. Mrs J.E.L. Murray regarded the idea as unlikely, and questioned the date of the documentary evi-

dence. as her unpublished notes make clear.
7 Holmes, as in n. 3, at p. 38
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being made to a similar standard, despite the difference of a full grain between the theoretical figure and the average of these recently-minted specimens. It should be noted that the Ednam coins
were cleaned before being weighed, and although most specimens displayed little visible sign of
corrosion when unearthed, the effects of chemical cleaning may account for some of the discrepancy.
Mention may also be made here of a strange coin, purporting to be a sterling of Robert I, which
reads ROBERTVS DEI GRATI (PI. 4). There is a colon to each side of DEI, a single pellet stop after
GRATI, and another before REX on the reverse. The head wears a very narrow crown, and thick
strands of hair trail out behind it. The fleur-de-lis on the sceptre head is represented by a bar with
two pellets pendant from it. The dies are well made, but the flan is larger and thinner than on
Scottish sterlings of this period, its greater size permitting the extension of GRA to GRATI (a reading unparalleled on any Scottish coin of the period). The low weight (18.4 gr.) and odd style also
leave little doubt that it is a continental imitation, and its provenance - acquired in Copenhagen
c.1992 from a group of contemporary pennies - is consistent with this. Direct copies of Scottish
sterlings of the Edwardian period are very rare, and this is the only example we have seen based
on a Robert prototype.

LIST OF PENCE AND DIES
Class I
Obverse dies 1-17; reverse dies A-U, except I.
All obverse dies read + : ROBERTVS : DEI: GRA :, except 10 and 13 (no stop after GRA), and 12 (single pellet
after cross); on die 7 stops before and after cross are uncertain. All reverse dies read SCO / TOR / VMR / EX+.
The E is of Gothic form in each case, and is broken on later dies.
Weight (g/gr)
IA
1.38/21.29
Burns 1,fig. 225 (NMS H.C 16747)
1.44/22.20
NMS, ex Noel Paton collection (A. 1905.1163)
1.42/21.91
Ashmolean, ex Hird collection (SCBI 35, 318)
unknown
Lockett sale (1960), lot 785
IB
Ednam hoard (1995), 1429 (NMS K. 1997.328)
1.43/22.06
BM, Parkes Weber gift (1906.11-3.4476)
1.33/20.52
1C
Loch Doon hoard (1966),8 1850 (NMS H.C1534)
1.13/17.94
Ednam hoard (1995), 1430
1.42/21.91
2C
Ednam
2D hoard (1995), 1435
Renfrew hoard (1963), 662 (NMS H.C1532)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1431
BM, ex Beaumont Treasure Trove (1885.3-1.8)
Stewartby collection (1)
3E
Richardson (1901),9 1 (NMS H.C1528)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1428
ex W. Elliot collection
4F
Blackhills hoard (1911) (NMS H.C1530)
Loch Doon hoard (1966), 1851

1.34/20.68
1.38/21.29
1.41/21.76
1.22/18.82
1.38/21.29
1.49/22.99
1.44/22.20
unknown
1.40/21.60
unknown

8 P. Woodhead, I.H. Stewart and G.L.V. Tatler, 'The Loch Doon Treasure Trove, 1966', BNJ 38 (1969), 31-49.
9 A.B.
Richardson, Catalogue of the Scottish Coins in the National Museum of Antiquities, Edinburgh (Edinburgh, 1901).
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4G
Ednam hoard (1995), 1432
Ednam hoard (1995), 1439
Lockett sale (1960), lot 786 (ex Bearman collection)
5G
Ednam hoard (1995), 1440 (NMS K.1997.331)
6H
Ednam hoard (1995), 1427 (NMS K.1997.327)
BM, ex Amble Treasure Trove (1989.12-1.8)
Lockett sale (1957), lot 119

1.41/21.76
1.18/18.21
unknown
1.36/20.98
1.46/22.53
1.29/19.90
unknown

71
Whitburn hoard (1988),10 240
8K
Ednam
9K hoard (1995), 1436 (NMS K. 1997.330)
BM, ex Montrave hoard (1922.5-1.101)
NCirc January 1971, no. 656

1.44/22.20
unknown

9L
NMS ex Lindsay Carnegie bequest (A.1911.506.1076)
BM, Grueber S.2211

1.42/21.91
1.44/22.20

10M
Richardson (1901), 2 (NMS H.C 1535)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1445

1.30/20.06
1.41/21.76

11M
Hunterian,
ex Hunter collection (SCBI 35, 320)
11N
NMS H.C1529 (unprovenanced)
Loch Doon hoard (1966), 1849 (NMS H.C1533) (badly chipped)
Stewartby collection (2), ex Drabble 1187
Loch Doon hoard (1966), 1848 (NMS, missing)
110

J.K.R. Murray sale (1987), lot 125
120
Richardson (1901) 3 (NMS H.C1536)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1441
Glendining sale 24th September 1970, lot 587
12P
Stewartby collection (3)
13P
Stewartby collection (4) (with broken piercing)
10 N.M.McQ. Holmes, 'Old and New Edwardian Hoards from Scotland'. BNJ 64 (1994), 41-69.

1.34/20.68
1.33/20.52

1.31/20.21
1.30/20.06
0.96/14.81
1.38/21.29
unknown
unknown
1.39/21.45
1.46/22.53
unknown
1.45/22.37
.34/20.68

" H.A. Grueber, Handbook of the Coins of Great Britain and Ireland in the British Museum (London, 1970).
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140
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NMS H.C4145 (unprovenanced)
Stewartby collection (5) (? clipped)
Spink sale (23 June 1988), lot 17
14R
Whitburn hoard (1988), 241
BM, ex Morgan (Evans) collection, ex Tutbury hoard (1915.5-7.2090)
BM, Parkes Weber gift (1906.11-3.4475)

1.43/22.06
1.29/19.90
unknown
1.24/19.13
1.48/22.84
1.47/22.68

14S
Ashmolean, ex Browne Wilkinson (SCBI 35, 319) (pierced)
14 (uncertain reverse)
Renfrew hoard (1963), 659 or 660 (BNJ 1966, Plate XIII. 25);
possibly an otherwise unrecorded reverse die, but uncertain from
15Spublished photograph
Bums 2, not illustrated (NMS H.C16748)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1442 (NMS K.1997.332)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1443
Ednam hoard (1995), 1444
Lockett sale (1957), lot 120 (ex Bearman collection)
16S
Renfrew
hoard (1963), 661 (NMS H.C1531)
17S
Ednam hoard (1995), 1434
Ednam hoard (1995), 1438
17T
Ednam hoard (1995), 1433 (NMS K.1997.329)
Ednam hoard (1995), 1437
17U

ex Montrose hoard (1973) (NMS H.C4146)
Stewartby collection (6), ex Fred Baldwin collection

1.13/17.44
unknown
1.34/20.68
1.45/22.37
1.44/22.20
1.42/21.91
unknown
1.31/20.21
1.35/20.83
1.23/18.98
1.37/21.14
1.31/20.21
1.24/19.13
1.35/20.83

Class II

New crown and hair punches. E always broken. Obverse dies read as follows:
1
+ : ROBERTVS : DEI : GRA :
2, 3 + : ROBERTVS • DEI : GRA i
4
+ i ROBERTVS : (or :) DEI i GRA
Reverses as class I.
1A

Burns 3,fig. 226 (NMS H.C16749)
NMS ex Noel Paton collection (A. 1905.1164) (clipped/chipped)
Hunterian, ex Renfrew hoard (1963), 663 (SCBI 35, 321)
Stewartby collection (7)
ex W. Elliot collection

1.35/20.83
1.20/18.52
1.22/18.82
1.43/22.06
unknown

2A

BM, ex Carsphairn hoard (1914.9-4.187)

1.46/22.53
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2B

NMS, from Forgue, near Huntly, Aberdeenshire, J. Wright gift (H.C1538)
Lockett sale (1957), lot 121 (probably these dies)
3C

1.29/19.90
unknown

BM (1956.10-2.2)
4D
NMS, ex J.K.R. Murray sale (1987), lot 126 (H.C4147)

1.72/26.54

51

1.45/22.37

Class III

New portrait, with shoulder; crown as class II.
Obverse reads + : R.OBERTVS : DEI : GRA :
5D
Stewartby collection (8) = Burnsfig. 226A, ex Fred Baldwin,
ex Cochran-Patrick collection
NMS, ex Lockett sale (1960), lot 787, ex Bearman ex Witte
collections (H.C1537)

1.62/25.00
1.26/19.44

Halfpence
Halfpence of this reign are very rare. The types and inscriptions are the same as those of the
pennies, except that mullets are placed in only two of the four quarters of the reverse. Two classes
may be distinguished.
I Bust as on class I pennies. The hair consists of two main strands curling inwards, enclosing
an inner curl, and a row of crescents below. There are colons to each side of the initial cross
and between the words. The lettering includes open E, wedge-tailed R and composite S; two
reverse dies (B and F) have unbarred M. The mullets are in the TOR and EX+ quarters.
IV Coarse bust, with three long strands of hair, curling outwards at the bottom. Colons between
the words, but not by the initial cross. C and E are open; R has an ornate tail. The mullets are
in the SCO and VMR quarters (the former double-punched).
Four obverse and six reverse dies have been noted of class I. Obverse die 1 has four crescent
curls at the base of the hair, a tightly dotted inner circle, and the sceptre head under G of GRA;
there is a tiny point between the pellets of the colon after GRA, but this does not amount to a real
'triple colon'. Dies 2, 3 and 4 have three crescents in the hair and looser circles. On die 2 the sceptre head is below the G, on dies 3 and 4 below the R. Two of the obverse dies (2 and 3) and two of
the reverses (A and C) are known from only a single specimen, implying the distinct possibility
that further dies may be found. Halfpenny dies, unlike penny dies, might have been used in a ratio
of two reverses per obverse, but the fact that five different reverses are found with obverse die 1
could mean merely that this obverse was long-lasting and that new reverses were supplied at intervals to be paired with it. All four halfpence of this reign in the Renfrew hoard were of class I and
correspond to class I pence.12 Since there are no halfpence corresponding to pence of classes II
and III with 'triple colons', it is possible that class I halfpence continued to be produced alongside
them.
Class IV halfpence - two specimens from the same pair of dies - are hitherto unpublished. The
style of these coins differs considerably from that of class I, and they could belong to a period
later than any of the sterlings. The lettering is looser, and the points of the colons more widely
separated, than on other coins, pence or halfpence, of Robert I. In England the production of pennies had virtually ceased after 1324, and minting was thereafter concentrated on farthings and
halfpence until the 1340s. That similar conditions prevailed in Scotland is indicated by the fact
12 Woodhead and Stewart, as in n. 4.
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that the earliest coinage of David II apparently consists only of halfpence and farthings, and it
could be that the class IV halfpence of Robert represent an equivalent issue from the second half
of the 1320s.
The average weight of the halfpence included in this survey is only 9.50 grains, the figures for
hoard and non-hoard specimens being almost identical. Even when an allowance is made for the
possibility that a greater proportion of the weight of smaller coins might be lost through corrosion
and cleaning, a scaled-up figure bears no relation to the average for the pennies and suggests that
actual weights of surviving coins of fractional denominations are unreliable for estimating
theoretical weights of corresponding pennies.

LIST OF HALFPENCE AND DIES
Class I

Neat work as class I pence. Mullets in TOR and EX+ quarters.
Obverses all read + : ROBERTVS : DEI : GRA :
All Es of Gothic form.
1A

BM, Grueber S.23
IB
Renfrew hoard (1963), 665 (NMS H.C1541)
Stewartby collection (1)
1C
Renfrew hoard (1963), 664 (NMS H.C1540)
ID
Burns 1 (bis), not illustrated (NMS H.C16751)
Lockett sale (1957), lot 122
J.K.R. Murray sale (1987), lot 127
Ashmolean (SCBI 35, 323) - probably this die combination (reverse worn)
IE

Burns 1,fig. 227 (NMS H.C 16750)
Ashmolean (SCBI 35, 322)
Glendining sale 23-24 September 1970, lot 588
2E

Stewartby collection (2) (large chip)
3D
Hunterian, purchased 1993, ex Bearman, ex Murdoch sale (1903) lot 44
4D
Metal-detectorfind from Crail, Fife, 1999
4F
Richardson (1901) 4, fig. 27 (NMS H.C 1542)
Renfrew hoard (1963), 666 (NMS H.C 1543)
Renfrew hoard (1963), 667
Stewartby collection (3)

Weight (g/gr)

0.64/9.88
0.58/8.95
0.59/9.10
0.56/8.64
0.73/11.26
unknown
unknown
0.56/8.64
0.63/9.72
0.53/8.18
unknown
0.58/8.95
0.65/10.03
0.58/8.95
0.65/10.03
0.67/10.34
unknown
0.67/10.34

Class IV
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Coarse bust. Mullets in SCO and VMR quarters. One pair of dies only recorded.
NMS, ex J. Davidson collection (H. 1996.228)
Stewartby collection (4)

0.53/8.18
0.65/10.03

Farthings
Until the discovery of seven Robert farthings in the Renfrew hoard these coins were of extreme
rarity. Their types are as the pennies, on a very small scale. Among the twelve coins studied there
were, curiously, more obverse dies (five) than reverses (three). Two of the obverse dies are, however, each known from a single example (2 and 5). Two obverse dies have at least one colon in the
inscription (1 and 2), one (3) has no stops, and the other two (4 and 5) have single pellet stops. All
these dies, however, are stylistically similar and probably belong to the period of the class I pence
and halfpence, the difference in stops being due to limited space on these tiny coins. The lettering
has open E, wedge-tailed R and composite S, and on all three reverse dies the M appears to be
unbarred. Reverse die B has the letter V double-punched.
The average weight of the farthings studied is only 4.32 grains, the figures for hoard and nonhoard specimens again being almost identical. Scaled up, the equivalent penny weight of only
17.28 grains is quite clearly entirely misleading.
LIST OF FARTHINGS AND DIES
Obverse dies read as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

1A

+ : ROBERTVS • DEI • GRA • (or:)
+ : ROBERTVS : DEI : GRA :
+ ROBERTVS DEI GRA
+ • ROBERTVS • DEI • GRA [?]
[+ (?)] ROBER [TVS] • DEI • GRA [?]

Burns 1,fig. 228 (NMS H.C16752)
Stewartby collection (1); ex Ashmolean duplicates; ex Dakers sale
(1946), lot 333; ex Cochran-Patrick sale (1936), lot 177; ex
Advocates' duplicates (1873), lot 31 (broken)
2B
Richardson (1901) 5,fig. 28 (NMS H.C1548)
3B
Renfrew hoard (1963), 668 (NMS H.C 1544)
Renfrew hoard (1963), 669
Renfrew hoard (1963), 670 = Stewartby collection (2)
Renfrew hoard (1963), 671 = Hunterian (SCBI 35, 326)
BM (1903.0607.4)
3C
Renfrew hoard (1963), 672 (NMS H.C1545)
4B
Renfrew hoard (1963), 673 (NMS H.C 1546) (chipped)
4C
5C
Hunterian, ex Hunter collection (SCBI 35, 325)
Ashmolean, ex Corpus Christi College collection (SCBI 35, 324)

Weight (g/gr)

0.34/5.25
0.25/3.86
0.28/4.32
0.33/5.10
0.24/3.70
0.33/5.10
0.20/3.09
0.29/4.47
0.23/3.55
0.26/3.70
0.24/3.70
0.32/4.94
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DAVID II, EARLY COINAGE
David II, who succeeded his father Robert in 1329 at the age of five, was sent to France in 1333
after the English campaign on behalf of Edward Balliol, during which the Scots again lost control
of Berwick. David returned to Scotland in 1341, and by 1343 he and his supporters had regained
control over much of the country, with English garrisons remaining only at Berwick, Jedburgh and
Lochmaben.13 After invading England in 1346, however, David was defeated and captured at the
Battle of Neville's Cross, only regaining his freedom eleven years later in return for the promise
of a ransom of 100,000 marks. In 1358, within a few months of his release, he instituted a Scottish
groat coinage after the model of Edward Ill's new coinage of 1351.
The pre-1358 Scottish coins of this reign consist of an extensive series of REX SCOT(T)ORVM
pennies with mullets of six points on the reverse, some extremely rare halfpence and a farthing,
also with six-pointed mullets,14 and a small group of halfpence and farthings with five-pointed
mullets. Bums convincingly attributed the pennies to the 1350s on the ground that their average
weight fell well short of the 18 gr. standard adopted by the English in 1351 and that they therefore
fitted the context of a proclamation of 1356 by Edward III, ordering that Scottish coin recently
issued should not be current in England on account of its deficient weight and fineness.15 He was
not, however, aware of the existence of halfpence or farthings with six-pointed mullets, and by
listing and illustrating the halfpence and farthings with five-pointed mullets after the REX
SCOT(T)ORVM pence he implicitly grouped all David's pre-1358 coins together as a single series.
Some half a century later Dakers published a number of specimens of both types of halfpenny and
described one farthing unknown to Burns. He suggested that halfpennies with five-point mullets
might be contemporary with the later 'groat issue'.16 The greater number of specimens of the fractions now available enables the early coinage of David II to be reassessed, with the conclusion
that the halfpence and farthings with five-pointed mullets constitute a separate issue, earlier than
the pennies of the 1350s.17

The coins
The halfpence and farthings bear the same basic design features as those of Robert Bruce - a bust
facing left with sceptre, and a single long cross with five-pointed mullets in two opposing angles
on the halfpennies and in all four angles on the farthings. Within these general parameters, however, are a number of substantial variations, particularly in the form of the obverse and reverse
legends. Given the still relatively small number of known specimens, both the extent of these variations and the number of recorded dies are remarkable.
There are specimens of both denominations which bear the inscription + M O N E T A REGIS D //
+AV / IDS / COT / TOR. 'Moneta' readings are not uncommon on the continent, but are not otherwise known on Scottish coins of this period. More conventionally there are obverses reading both
+DAVID DEI GRACIA and +DAV1D DEI GRA REX, both of which are frequently combined with
reverses reading +RE / XSC / OTO / RVM, with the word REX being repeated in the case of the latter
obverse. There are also mules both ways between obverses and reverses of the two basic readings,
as well as a single farthing reverse reading G1S / SCO / TTO / RV+, for which no sensible obverse
combination is known to exist.
Sixteen examples of halfpennies have been examined by the writers, and for these a total of six
obverse and eight reverse dies were used. For the twelve farthings recorded, three obverse and
seven reverse dies were utilised.
13 P.G.B. McNeill and H.L. MacQueen (editors), Atlas of Scottish History (Edinburgh, 1996), pp. 104-7.
14 I.H. Stewart, The Scottish Coinage, revised edition (London, 1967), pp. 26 and 195; N.M.McQ. Holmes, 'An Unrecorded

Farthing Type of David II of Scotland'. BNJ 66 (1996), 126.
15 Burns, as in n. 2, p. 232.
16 HJ. Dakers, 'The First Issue of David II', BNJ 23 (1938-41), 51-8.
17 Stewart, 'Scottish Mints', as in n. 1, pp. 223^1.
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HALFPENNY DIES

All Es of Gothic form
Obverse

A
B
C
D
E
F
Reverse
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
Aa
Bb
Cb
Db
Dc
Dd
De
?e
Ef
Eg
Fg
Fh

[+MO]N[ETA] REGIS D; sceptre angled
+MONETA:REGIS:D:; sceptre vertical
+DAVID:DEl:GRA:REX; small head; long neck; sceptre angled
+DAVID:DEl:GRA':REX; sceptre vertical
+DAV1D DEI GRACIA; sceptre angled
+DAV1D:DEI:[GRACI]A; sceptre angled
+AV / [ ]S / [ ] / TOR; mullets infirst and third quarters
+AV / ID:S / COT / TOR; mullets in second and fourth quarters
+AV / IDS / COT / TOR; mullets in second and fourth quarters
+RE / X:SC / OTO / RVITI; Gothic m; mullets in first and third quarters
+RE / XSC / OTO / RVTTI; Gothic HI; mullets in second and fourth quarters
[ ]/XSC / OTO / RV[ ]; mullets in second and fourth quarters
+RE / X • SC / OTO / RVM; ? unbarred Roman M; mullets infirst and third quarters
+RE / X • SC / OTO / RVM; M resembles double-barred H; mullets in second and fourth quarters
HALFPENNIES: DIE COMBINATIONS
NMS K. 1999.256; found near Jedburgh, 1998; 0.44 g, 6.79 gr; badly chipped
NMS H.C1549; ex Murdoch sale (May 1903), lot 47; 0.52 g; 8.02 gr.
Stewartby collection (1); ex J.E.L. Murray collection (purchased 1995 from P. Finn); 0.47 g,
7.25 gr.
Burns fig. 248A; found at Dunblane; ex Lockett sale (1957), lot 127; ex Cochran-Patrick sale
(1936), lot 188; present location unknown.
Stewartby collection (2); ex D.S. Napier sale (1956), lot 213; 0.39 g, 6.02 gr.; badly chipped.
NMS K. 1999.1155; found in Cumbria, 1998; 0.52 g, 8.02 gr.
NCirc May 1987, no. 3020, and November 1987, no. 6485; present location unknown.
NMS H.C 16788; Burns fig. 248; Coats of Ferguslie collection; 0.63 g, 9.72 gr.
Stewartby collection (3); ex J.E.L. Murray collection; 0.51 g, 7.87 gr.
NMS H.C 1550; ex Lockett sale (1957), lot 125; ex Dakers sale (1946), lot 347?; 0.61 g, 9.41 gr
(plugged).
Private collection, England; obverse mis-struck - die uncertain; 0.43 g, 6.63 gr; slightly chipped.
Spink auction 119 ('Douglas' collection, 4 March 1997), lot 336; present location unknown.
Stewartby collection (4); ex Drabble sale (1943), lot 1190; 0.56 g, 8.64 gr.
British Museum; ex Murdoch sale (May 1903), lot 46; 0.44 g, 6.79 gr; slightly chipped
Private collection, England; one quarter of coin missing, possibly cut deliberately; 0.35 g, 5.40 gr.
Stewartby collection (5); NCirc December 1987, no. 7146, and April 1988, no. 2192; 0.55 g,
8.49 gr.
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FARTHING DIES

All Es of Gothic form.
Obverse

A
B
C
Reverse
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
Aa
Ab
Ac
Ad
Ae
Bb
Bd
Bf
Cg

+MONETA:REGIS:D:
+DAV1D:DEI:GRACIA
+DAVID:DEI GRACIA
+AV / IDS / COT / TOR
+AV / IDS / COT / TOR
GIS / SCO / TTO / R+; contraction mark in form of a cross-bar at the tail of the R
+RE / XSC / OTO / RVH
+RE / X.SC / OTO / RVM (stop possibly with only lower pellet visible)
[+R] E/X-SC/OTO/RVM
+RE / XSC / OTO / RVM
FARTHINGS: DIE COMBINATIONS
NMS H.C16789; Burns 1, Fig. 249; Coats of Ferguslie collection; 0.31 g, 4.78 gr.
NCirc April 1985, lot 2029, May 1992, no. 2610, and July 1993, no. 4362; present location
unknown
Stewartby collection (1); ex R. Carlyon-Britton collection; 0.35 g, 5.40 gr.
Stewartby collection (2); A.H. Baldwin and Sons Ltd. (Jan. 1996); 0.22 g, 3.40 gr.
NMS K. 1999.229; found in East Yorkshire, 1998; 0.25 g, 3.86 gr; badly chipped
Stewartby collection (3); A.H. Baldwin and Sons Ltd. (April 1985); 0.29 g, 4.47 gr.
Private collection; found in SW Gloucestershire; 0.29 g, 4.47 gr.
NMS H.C1551; Burnsfig. 249A; ex Lockett sale (1957), lot 128; ex Cochran-Patrick sale (1936),
lot 189; 0.28 g, 4.32 gr.
Stewartby collection (4); 0.28 g, 4.32 gr.
NMS H.C1552; ? ex Sheriff Mackenzie sale (1921), lotl90 ('dredged up from the Severn');18
0.21 g, 3.24 gr; slightly chipped
British Museum (R.W. Cochran-Patrick, Records of the Coinage of Scotland, PI. II, no. 3); 0.29 g,
4.47 gr.
NMS H.C4444; NCirc April 1990, no. 1793; 0.28 g, 4.32 gr.

Discussion

There are two major questions which need to be answered concerning these coins. First, can they
all be accepted as belonging to a single uninterrupted issue, despite the use of a wide range of
inscriptions, and second, when and where are they likely to have been minted?
On the surface, there is a clear distinction between those coins of both denominations which
bear the MONETA REGIS D / AVID SCOTTOR legends and those with DAVID DEI GRACIA (or GRA
REX) / REX SCOTORVM. Against this, there is no obvious difference in style of bust or form of lettering between the two groups, and there are numerous die interchanges between the two types.
The coins would seem to indicate that the whole issue belongs to a time of experimentation at the
18 There is some doubt over the history of this coin. NMS registers state that it was dredged up from the Severn towards the end of
the nineteenth century and came into the possession of a Mr Maish of Bristol, who sold it to Sheriff Thomas Mackenzie. However, contemporary correspondence found in the museum makes it clear that it was purchased for thirty shillings from a Mr N.E. Mackenzie in
September 1921 - some seven months after the sale of Sheriff Thomas Mackenzie's collection. It is by no means certain, therefore, that
this coin ever former part of the Sheriff Mackenzie collection.
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Scottish mint, with dies bearing the different legends in use either together or immediately consecutively.
Amongst the sixteen recorded halfpennies, there are five specimens reading DAVID DEI GRA
REX / AVID SCOTTOR (die combinations Cb, Db and Dc), but as yet there are no known coins
with the converse mule. One of these coins bears an unusual bust type, with a small head and a
long neck (die C). There are also three halfpennies reading DAVID DEI GRA REX / REX
SCOTORVM, but no reverse is known which reads SCOTORVM only. It is notable that the obverse
legend DAVID DEI GRACIA is paired only with the appropriate reverse REX SCOTORVM (die combinations Ef, Eg, Fg and Fh). This may be an indication that this was the form finally adopted at
the end of a period of experimentation.
The farthings present a slightly different picture, but one which points to a similar conclusion.
Farthings reading 'Moneta Regis' account for seven out of the twelve recorded examples, compared with only two (out of sixteen) halfpennies with this inscription. There are mules both ways,
reading MONETA REGIS D / REX SCOTORVM (Ad and Ae) and DAVID DEI GRACIA / AVID
SCOTTOR (Bb), and there is one very strange reverse which reads GIS SCOTTORV (c). There is no
recorded example of an obverse legend - perhaps reading MONETA DAVID RE - which would link
correctly with this. The obverse DAVID DEI GRA REX is not known on farthings at all, and again it
seems likely that DAVID DEI GRACIA / REX SCOTORVM eventually became the preferred option.
If the assumption that all the coins under consideration form part of a single issue does seem
likely to be correct, how reliable is their attribution to Berwick during the period 1329-1333?
English coinage in the second quarter of the fourteenth century underwent several changes. The
minting of pence had virtually ceased in England before 1329 and most of the coinage of the first
half of the 1330s was in halfpence and farthings. Because of the shortage of silver reaching the
London mint the fineness of the fractions was reduced in 1335 from 11.1 oz silver (0.925) to 10.0
oz (0.833) and the weight of the halfpenny from 11.1 grains to 10.7 grains, enabling a higher mint
price to be paid for bullion. This resulted in a substantial output of halfpence and farthings at the
lower standard from 1335 onwards, but in 1344 the debased issue was discontinued in favour of a
reduction in weight of all denominations which allowed the issue of pence to be resumed. The
penny was first reduced from 22.2 grains to 20.3 grains (1344^-6) and then to 20 grains
(1346-51), with the fractions in proportion.
Of the David II five-point mullet fractions which have been examined, only seven halfpennies
and eight farthings are suitable for analysis by weight, being undamaged and of reasonably full
flan. These comprise the following from the above lists: halfpennies - Bb, Cb, Dd (both), De, Eg
and Fh; farthings - Aa(i), Ab, Ad(ii), Ae, Bb (both), Bf and Cg. The average weights of these
specimens are 8.49 grains for the halfpennies and 4.58 grains for the farthings. These seem low if
intended to equate to a penny of even 20 grains, but caution should be exercised in view of the
equivalent figures given above for halfpence and farthings of Robert I (9.50 and 4.32 grains).
These belong to an issue, the pence of which in this study provided an average weight of 21.17
grains (class I) and may well have been struck to a theoretical weight of 22.2 grains. Although the
five-point mullet David fractions seem to equate more to the post-1344 English coinage, therefore,
the evidence of weight is clearly unreliable on its own.
Also of interest is the form of the letter A used in this issue. Instead of the simple, symmetrical
form of the letter, with or without bar, which is used on both the Bruce issues and the six-point
mullet coins of David, the halfpennies and farthings of the five-point mullet issue all bear (as far
as can be determined) an ornamental A, with a broad, straight, right-hand upright, a thinner,
curved left side, and a flat top. This letter closely resembles that which is to be found on some
coins of David's post-1358 coinage.19 Any suggestion that the two issues might be contemporary,
however, is undermined by the recognition of the first recorded example of a halfpenny of the
post-1358 coinage. (See Appendix B).
It is not entirely clear what all this demonstrates about the date of issue of the five-point mullet
fractions. The records show that, following their repossession of Berwick in 1333, the English
19 I.H. Stewart, The Scottish Coinage, as in n. 14, p. 31,fig. 5b.
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immediately resumed their coinage there with a series of halfpence and farthings. These show a
bear's head, the canting badge of the town, in two quarters of the reverse. If struck at Berwick,
therefore, David's halfpence and farthings must date from in or before 1333. The average weight
of the coins examined does not, however, rule out the possibility that they may have been struck
elsewhere at a later date, either in 1333-5 or even after the English debasement of 1335. It may be
noted that the inscriptions on the six-point mullet coins are DAVID DEI GRACIA / REX
SCOT(T)ORVM, which might suggest that this issue followed the latest of the five-point mullet
coins, on which the same legends appeared at the end of a period of experimentation. In view of
the English proclamation of 1356, the six-point mullet issue has been attributed to the early 1350s,
and probably to a mint at Edinburgh. Another possible context for the five-point mullet coins
might therefore be the period between 1341 and 1346, when David was in Scotland, and in particular from 1343, when most of the invading English had been driven out. The weight and fineness
may have been intended to reflect those of either the debased English star-marked halfpennies and
farthings or those of the so-called 'Florin' coinage after the weight reduction of 1344. It is worth
noting that no example of the David II coinage is known to have been included in the Stanwix,
Cumbria, hoard (1986/7), which did include forty-four die duplicate farthings of Edward Ill's
Berwick class VHIb (c. 1333-42) and twelve halfpennies of Villa (?1344).20 Coincidentally, however, two David II halfpennies (those listed above as the third Dc specimen and as Fh), first
appeared on the London market in May and December 1987 respectively, leading to a suspicion
that they may have been strays from the Stanwix hoard. We must therefore leave open the question of the date of issue of the five-point mullet fractions, while bearing in mind the possible alternatives to the traditionally accepted theory.

APPENDIX A: CUT FRACTIONS
Although the practice of producing cut fractions virtually ceased after the introduction of round
halfpence and farthings by Alexander III, a few later examples are know - e.g. a half of an
Edinburgh penny of the post-1358 coinage (PI. 6, 1). In the context of this survey it is also apposite to draw attention to one particular halfpenny of David II, listed above as the second specimen
with the die combination Fg (PI. 6, 2). This coin has one quarter missing, apparently cut out along
the arms of the reverse cross. It is difficult to see how this could have happened accidentally, and
if it resulted from the deliberate division of the coin, it is possible that this was done in order to
create an item of low-denomination currency. Clearly this would be most unusual, since even in
earlier times when cut halfpennies and farthings were in common usage, a penny with just one
quarter removed would be regarded as exceptional. In this particular case, the resulting smaller
fraction would have represented one eighth of a penny and presumably could have been accepted
only in a private transaction. It is worth noting, however, that very few examples have been found
in Scotland of lead and pewter tokens of the types which may have been used for similar purposes
in England, and in the absence of such items, it is not impossible that such a transaction could
have occurred. Alternatively, the cutting of the coin may have had an entirely non-monetary purpose, such as the provision of keepsakes for two people forced to part, but in such a case a simple
halving of the coin would seem more probable.
APPENDIX B: DAVID II EDINBURGH HALFPENNY
This coin, now in Lord Stewartby's collection, was in the second collection formed by F.A.
Walters, which was sold by Sotheby on 24-27 October 1932. Walters was one of the leading students and collectors of his time of late mediaeval English coins, and his Scottish series also
included many rare and important items. Lot 628, bought by Baldwins for six shillings, was
described thus:
David II, Halfpenny, Edinburgh, obv. bust to left with sceptre, DAVID - REX - SCOTO; rev. VILLA
EDUlBVRGh, cross with mullet in each quarter, wt. 7.9 grs., false, beautifully made
20 B.J. Cook, pers. comm. For dating, see Stewart, as in n. 14, 130.
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This coin (PI. 6, 3) is a miniature version of the early Edinburgh penny of the new coinage of David
II from 1358. It corresponds closely to the variety illustrated by Burns asfig. 266, apart from three
adjustments required by its size: Scotorum is reduced to Scoto, there is no saltire after Villa, and
the mullets have a plain piercing (as on halfgroats) instead of the (larger) form with incuse cinquefoil as used on groats and pence. In our view, and that of the late R.B.K. Stevenson, there is no
doubt that this is a genuine halfpenny of the period. The authenticity of significant unique coins
has not infrequently been questioned or rejected - prominent examples are the sovereign type
groat of Henry VII in the Hunterian Museum and the British Museum's ryal of Henry VIII. The
principal argument - indeed, in the case of the David II halfpenny, virtually the only one - against
acceptance appears to have been their unfamiliarity.
KEY TO THE PLATES
All coins not otherwise attributed are in the collections of the National Museums of Scotland.

Plate 3

Robert Bruce pennies, Class I

Obv.

1 A.1905.1163
2 Stewartby colln. (1)
3 H.C1528
4 H.C1530
5 K.1997.331
6 K. 1997,327
7 Whitburn hoard 240
8 K. 1997.330
9 A.1911.506.1076
10 H.C1535
11 H.C1529
12 H.C1536
13 Stewartby colln. (4)
14 H.C4145
15 H.C 16748 (Burns 2)
16 H.C1531
17 Stewartby colln. (6)

Rev. A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U

H.C16747 (Bums 1, fig. 225)
British Museum (1906.11-3.4476)
H.C1534
Stewartby colln. (1)
H.C1528
H.C1530
K.1997.331
K. 1997.327
Whitburn hoard 240
K.1997.330
A.1911.506.1076
H.C1535
H.C1529
H.C1536
Stewartby colln. (3)
H.C4145
Whitburn hoard 241
H.C 16748 (Burns 2)
K.1997.329
H.C4146

Plate 4
Robert Bruce pennies, Classes II and III

Obv.

1 H.C 16749 (Burns 3,fig. 226)
2 British Museum (1914.9-4.187)
3 British Museum (1956.10-2.2)
4 H.C4147
5 Stewartby colln. (8)

Museum (1914.9-4.187)
Rev. AB British
H.C1538
C British Museum (1956.10-2.2)
D Stewartby colln. (8)

'Robert' imitation

Stewartby collection
Robert Bruce halfpennies, Class I

Obv.

1 H.C 16750 (Burns 1,fig. 227)
2 Stewartby colln. (2)
3 Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, ex
Murdoch
4 H.C1542

Rev. A
B
C
D
E
F

British Museum (Grueber S.23)
H.C1541
H.C 1540
H.C 16751 (Burns 1 bis)
H.C16750 (Burns 1,fig. 227)
H.C 1542
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Class IV

H. 1996.228

Plate 5
Robert Bruce farthings

Obv.

1 H.C16752 (Burns 1,fig. 228)
2 H.C1548
3 H.C1544
4 Hunterian Museum, Glasgow
(SCBI 35, 325)
5 Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

16752 (Burns 1,fig. 228)
Rev. AB H.C
British Museum (1903.0607.4)
C Hunterian Museum, Glasgow
(SCBI 35, 325)

(SCBI 35, 324)
David II farthings

Obv. A H.C 16789 (Burns 1,fig. 249)
B British Museum
C H.C4444

Rev.

a
b
c
d
e
f
s

H.C 16789 (Burns 1,fig. 249)
H.C1551
Stewartby colln. (2)
Stewartby colln. (3)
Private colln. (Glos. find)
British Museum
H.C4444

Plate 6

David II halfpennies

Obv. A
B
C
D
E
F
Fractions

K. 1999.256
H.C1549
Stewartby colln. (1)
Stewartby colln. (2)
Stewartby colln. (4)
Stewartby colln. (5)

1 Stewartby colln.
2 Private colln.
3 Stewartby colln.

Rev. a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

K. 1999.256
Stewartby colln. (1)
K. 1999.1155
Stewartby colln. (3)
H.C1550
Spink auction 119, 336
Stewartby colln. (4)
Stewartby colln. (5)

